
Hooks Herrgård introduced as Best Golf Resort Spa in Sweden

in The Haute Grandeur Global Excellence Awards 2023 

The Haute Grandeur Global Excellence Awards recognize remarkable achievements in delivering 

consistent, exceptional experiences in the global luxury hospitality industry. 

Hok, August 15, 2023 

Hooks Herrgård in Småland, was introduced as Best Golf Resort Spa in Sweden in The Haute Grandeur Global Excellence 

Awards 2023.

"We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the people concerned for visiting us. Based on the concept of " A 

stroke of elegance", we will work hard to continue to provide a luxurious experience" , Hans Edberg, CEO. 

Located in the heart of Sweden where forests meet rolling hills and deep waters, we serve as an oasis for numerous 

feel-good experiences. 



  About The Haute Grandeur Global Excellence Awards

In the world of Award initiatives, Haute Grandeur Global Awards is unmatched. Excellence is recognized through 

feedback from guests and not quantity of votes by the public or a panel of judges. This fair and transparent process 

guarantees unbiased results – a concept exclusive to the brand. 

The Haute Grandeur Global Awards honor establishments that continuously excel through remarkable hospitality 

experiences. The Awards recognize exceptional contributions by hotels, lodges, villas, resorts, retreats, spas, and 

restaurants worldwide. 

About Hooks Herrgård

There are always things to do at Hooks Herrgård. You are invited to a manor weekend with stimulating and fun activities or 

peace and quiet in our spa if you want to enjoy warm baths and wonderful, relaxing treatments. 

Close by you will find the golf course where you can hit a few strokes or go a round if you, like us, love the fun sport with 

the little white ball. The area around the manor house offers varied walking paths in beautiful, Småland forests and Lake 

Hokasjön right next door offers the opportunity for a quiet rowing or fishing. But we think it's just as wonderful to just sit in 

front of the fire and enjoy a good book. You choose what suits you.

“It was a great honor for us to win this prestigious Award,” said Hans Edberg, CEO. “I would like to thank all the guests who 

have visited our hotel, our business partners and our staff for making this possible. We will continue polishing our product 

to achieve even greater goals.” 



Name: Hooks Herrgård  

Location: 560 13 Hok, Sweden 

Number of rooms: 103 

Webbsite    : https://www.hooksherrgard/se/en/

Facebook ：https://www.facebook.hooksherrgard

Instagram：https://www.instagram.com/hooksherrgard/ 
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